
THE CATASTROPHE THAT CAME WITH THE COMING OF THE BLACK

DEATH IN EUROPE

Ole J. Benedictow describes how he calculated that the Black Death killed 50 million people in the 14th century, or 60
per cent of Europe's entire population. The frightening name, however, only came several centuries after its visitation (
and was .. The early arrival of the Black Death in England and the rapid spread to its.

These great commercial cities also functioned as bridgeheads from where the disease conquered Europe. The
significance of ships in the rapid transmission of contagion is underscored by the fact that at the time the
Black Death landed in Weymouth it was still in an early phase in Italy. After the Medieval Warm Period late
12th century the drop in average temperatures had reduced the harvests. Whole societies were disrupted; racial
tensions built and the social and economic consequences were far reaching. It is widely believed that the
bubonic plague was carried by fleas living on rats and that black rats living on merchant ships brought the
disease to Europe. It had established a center for the Asian caravan trade at the Black Sea port of Caffa. Form
small groups. Unlike bubonic plague, the pneumonic form is highly contagious. Were not governors and God
in some way responsible? Many smaller urban areas hit by the plague were abandoned by their residents who
sought safety in the countryside. They wore hooded white cloaks with a red Christian cross. By , the plague
had reached the interior of Italy, including Florence, which lost half its population. The Black Death wasn't the
first bubonic plague - there was a Justinian plague in AD and even that's just the only one we know about -
and after that the 14th century it resurged in the 17th and 18th centuries. People had to opt for a more
one-sided husbandry, particularly in animals, to create a surplus that could be traded for staples such as salt
and iron, grain or flour. Pope Clement VI condemned it as a form of heresy against church beliefs in  This kept
the population unusually low and economic conditions unusually favorable to those who barely had enough to
eat before the plague. Other historians questioned this. Some contemporary historians report that on occasion,
there were not enough survivors remaining to bury the dead Gross,  Serfdom disappeared in most of Western
Europe by the mids. Interpretations of the Black Death Naming the plague Medieval writers called the plague
'the pestilence'. The pneumonic form may develop in the late stages of bubonic plague as bacteria invade the
lungs. In a bullion economy with fewer people, poor people get rich and technology is necessary This is not
the place to learn all about the Black Death from an epidemiology perspective but we are going to discuss its
societal impact. In the plague history of Norway from the Black Death to the last outbreaks in , comprising
over thirty waves of plague, there was never a winter epidemic of plague. However, up to there were only a
few studies of mortality among ordinary people, so the basis for this assessment was weak. Traditional
authority - both governmental and from the church - was questioned for how could such disasters befall a
people? This changed the climate and probably led to the extinction of the dinosaurs. Nuclear terrorism. Other
historians have suggested that it was a kind of Ebola-virus, or a now-extinct plague germ. Then the Italian
merchants appear to have left Constantinople several months later and arrived in their home towns of Genoa
and Venice with plague on board, some time in November. Normally, it takes ten to fourteen days before
plague has killed off most of a contaminated rat colony, making it difficult for great numbers of fleas gathered
on the remaining, but soon- dying, rats to find new hosts. New York: Harper Perennial,  However, the voyage
homewards to the Hanseatic cities on the Baltic Sea had started significantly earlier. In his introduction,
Boccaccio described the sometimes-shocking way people in Florence behaved during the plague: Tedious
were it to recount, how citizen avoided citizen, how among neighbors was scarce found any that showed
fellow-feeling for another, how kinsfolk held aloof, and never met. The path of the Black Death through
Europe was even more catastrophic. Central Asia was the core of the Mongol Empire. Proving old claims are
what anthropology and science are all about. However, contrary to what is sometimes believed, this form is
not contracted easily, spreads normally only episodically or incidentally and constitutes therefore normally
only a small fraction of plague cases. Their cramped houses composed of sticks, mud, and straw roofs made it
easy for rats to invade and built nests. They can devastate coastal areas. The social historian G G Coulton
suggested that the Black Death made people wealthier, because it reduced the number of people sharing the
wealth. These settlements operated within a busy trading network running from coasts to mountain villages.
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This flea is the primary vector of plague in most large plague epidemics in Asia, Africa, and South America.


